If interested contact Angels at Bat by email (angelsatbat@gmail.com) or by
phone (920-406-6555)

Angels at Bat
Sponsor an African baseball team

SKILLS
Help African teams
learn the skills of
baseball necessary
to succeed

Help an African Baseball team begin and grow!
Angels at Bat now is offering a sponsorship program. Your team/league
could sponsor a baseball team in Africa and support the advancement of
baseball in Africa. Your league or team would be helping a specific African
team with obtaining uniforms, getting equipment, and more! Take the
opportunity to spread generosity worldwide and sponsor an African team!

TEAMWORK
Help instill into both
teams the value of
working together as
a team

Although we’re 8,000 miles apart,
baseball is still the same game
You

Us

Them

YOU WOULD…

WE WOULD…

THEY WOULD…

Create training materials
for your African team,
interact directly with your
African team, help equip
your team for game-time

Get equipment to your
team in Africa, aid in
training, help ensure
connection between
teams.

Be grateful that they are
able to compete and
play the game that we
all love, enthusiastically
interact with your team

COMMUNITY
Help children learn
the importance of
generosity in all
communities

African children aspire to achieve their
status and attempt to do so in a multitude of
ways. Many children choose to do so through
sports. Baseball is a relatively new sport in
Africa and very few teams are established —
about 5 in the entire country. The lack of teams
with sufficient equipment and training makes it
difficult for children to use baseball as a way to
advance. With your help, we hope to create
more teams in E. Africa to allow the game of
baseball to spread. Similarly, we believe that
establishing a relationship between African and
American teams will be beneficial for both
parties in many ways. Informing each other of
successes and creating interactions between
teams will teach children valuable life lessons
such as team work, giving to others, and
acceptance. By adopting/sponsoring a team,
you would be partnering with an African team.
You will have a primary role in equipping your
team if they are not already fully equipped.
You will also be receiving updates on their
successes and growth. Additionally, you may
find it worthwhile to create training videos for
the team to watch and learn the game. If you
are interested in sponsoring a team, contact us
via phone or email and we can share more
specific information! PLAY BALL WORLDWIDE!
CHEZA MPIRA NA KARIBUNI AFRIKA!

“With the help of Angels
at Bat, Kenya Little
League will make
baseball a major sport
in Africa” -George Mahinda of
Kenya Little League

= Current Kenyan teams
= Possible Future African teams

WHAT IS ANGELS AT BAT?
Angels at Bat is a non-profit charity founded by Max Bobholz when he was just 12 years old. Angels at Bat
collects baseball equipment for children in Africa with a current emphasis on helping teams in Kenya. Angels at
Bat has seven branches in Wisconsin (base), Colorado, Alaska, Minnesota (x2), Illinois and Missouri. As of 2018,
Angels at Bat has collected over 10,000 pieces of equipment since 2012. Angels at Bat has been recognized as
the primary source of baseball equipment for the entire country of Kenya by the president of Kenya Little League.
For more information and to find our contact information go to our website … angelsatbat.yolasite.com

